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Absmct 
For a finitely generated module M over a commutative Noetherian ring A and ideals a c b 
of A satisfying M f bM, the following inequality on the analytic spread /,(a. M), 
/,(a, M) I dim(M) - depth,(M/a’M) (i go), which was given originally by L. Burch, is well 
known. Here, for an Artinian module M, we study the dual notions ~~(0, M), Kdim(M) and 
width,(M) to those of /,(a, M), dim(M) and depth,(M) respectrvely and give the dual inequality 
s,(a, M) I Kdim(M) -- width,,(O :M a’) (i $0) under certain conditions. 
0. Introduction 
Let M be a finitely generated module over a commutative Noetherian ring A and 
a E b ideals in A satisfying M # bh4. Then the anal;W spread ofa at b \vith respect to 
M is defined as the (Krull) dimension of the gradeJ module G = Go <, ai M/a’b 34 
over the Rees ring R = f&< it?, and is denoted by f,(a, M). In fl] Brodmann proved 
the following inequality on this analytic spread, 
!,(a, M) I dim(M) - depth,(M/a’M) (i 9 O), 
where dim(M) means the (Krull) dimension of M and depth,(M/a’M) means the 
length of the longest M/a’M-sequences in b. This ir:equality was given originally by 
Burch [2, Corollary (i)] in the case where A is a Noztherian local ring wit3 maximal 
ideal b, and M coincides with A, and it was improi ,d as above. 
On the other hand, the dua! notions s,(a, M), Kdir ?(M) and width,(M) to those c:f 
/,(a, M), dim(M) and depth,,(M) were studied in [12j, [IO] and [9], respectively. As 
to width,(M) it had been introduced in different terninologies in [6]. The aim of this 
paper is to study these notions and to give the du;l! inequality 
sb(a, h4) 5 Kdim(J.4) - width,(O :M a’) (i 4 CJ 
under certain conditions. 
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!n Section 1, we define and characterize the dual Dimensions Kdim(Mj for an 
Artinian module M over a commutative ring A. When A is quasi-local, Roberts 
studied this problem in [IO]. Here we generalize his results to the case of arty 
commutative ring. For example if M is Artinian and i is the intersection of all 
associated prime ideals of M, then Kdim(Mj agrees with the smallest integer Y such 
that there exist elements a,, a2, . . . , a,ei satisfying LA{0 :.M (a,, a,, . . . , a,)) < co. 
Next, in Section 2, we define the dual analytic spread ~~(a, M) by the dual dimension 
of G = on 5 0(0 :M a-“b)/(O : u a-“) over the Rees ring R = Go 5 iai and study it. 
When A is a quasi-local ring with maximai ideal m, we denote by deg(p) the degree of 
the polynomial function p(i) = LA((O :M a’m)/(O :.,, ai j) (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ). Then Sharp 
and Taherizadeh defined the analytic spread s(a, M) by 1 + deg(p) in [12]. We verify 
also in Section 2 that s(a, Mj agrees with ~,,(a, M) in this case. 
The dual of Burch’s inequality, which is our main result, is shown in Section 3, 
Theorem 3.5. 
Throughout this paper, A denotes a commutative ring with identity, and an 
A-module means a unitary A-module. For an A-module M, L,(M) denotes the length 
of the composition series of M which may take ‘;c. For an ideal a of A, we put 
(0 :M a) = (rn~ M 1 a .rn = 0). Z means the set of ah rational integers. 
1. Dual dimensions 
We define the dual dimension of a module following [IO]. 
Definition 1.1. Let A be a ring and M an A-module. The dimension of M is defined by 
the length of the longest chains of prime ideals in Supp,(M), and is denoted by 
dim.(M). On the other hand the dual (Cull) dimension, Kdim, (M), is defined 
inductively as follows. (In [lo] Roberts briefly called this value the Krull dimension of 
M, but here we add a wcrd “duaI” to avoid confusions.) Kdim A(M j takes the value 
- 1 if and only if M = 0. Let r 2 0 be an integer and assume that those modules which 
have the dual dimension less than r have been specified. An A-module M which is not 
contained in this class is said to have the dual dimension r if, whenever 
Ml E M2 c *** c Mi E 0.. is an ascending chain of submodules of M, there exists an 
integer k such that Kdim,(Mi+r/Mi) < r for all i 2 k. If KdimA(Mj #r for any 
integer r 2 - 1, then we write Kdim.(Mj = a. 
Lemma 1.2. Let A + B be a ring homomorphism and M a B-module. Then 
Kdim A(M) 2 Kdim B( M). Moreotier, ifany A-s&module of M is closed under multipli- 
cation by elements of B, then Kdim A (M) = Kdim B(M f. 
Proof. Setting Kdim.(Mj = I’, we prove the former inequality by induction on r. If 
r = - 1, then M = 0, thus Kdim,(M) = - 1 holds. Suppose now r L 0. Consider an 
ascending chain MI G M2 s --I E Mi E ... of B-submodules of M. Since this may 
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be considered as a chain of A-submoduies of M, we have Kdim A (Mj + i lMj) < r for 
i B 0. By the inductive hypothesis, we have KdimP(MI+l!Mi) < r for i 9 0. This 
meEns thst KdimB(M) 5 r. The inductive step is complete and the inequality follows. 
Under the tatter condition of the lemma, we have Kdim,(M) I Kdim,(M) similarly 
by the induction on Kdim,(M). 0 
From now on we characterize the dual dimension of an Artinian module. First we 
recall some properties on Artinian modules. For a module M over a ring A and an 
ideal a of A, we put T,(M) = UoCi(O :rf a’). 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be a ring and M an Artinian A-module. Then the following 
assertions hold. 
(1) Ass,(M) consists ofaJinite number of maximal ideals of A, and 
Ass,(M) = Supp,(M) = (mEMax 1 T,,(M) # 0;. 
(2) Let a be an ideal which is contained in any associated prime of M. Then we have 
M = T,(M). Furthermore, M has a natural structure as a module otter the a-adic 
completion A of A. (Namely when we take ci E A and m E M, there exists a sequence oi 
(i= 1,2,3,...)ofA such that ai converges to B in 2, and so we define ci. m to be ai mfot 
su$Gciently large i.) Hence any A-submodule of M becomes A-module and thus 
Kdim,(M) = Kdim;,(M). 
Proof. The assertion (1) is stated in [4, Section 21 and f5, Section S]. The assertion (2) 
follows from [ll: (1.4), (l.ll)] and Lemma 1.2. 0 
A map p : Z -P Z is called a polynomial function of degree d if there exists a poly- 
nomial P(X) of degree d with rational coefficients uch that p(i) = P(i) for i $0. For 
convenience sake, the degree of the zero polynomial is regarded as - 1. 
Definition 1.4. Let A be a ring, M an Artinian A-module and a an ideai of A satis- 
fying LA(O :,,, a) -C 0~‘. Then p(i) = LA(O :M a’) is a polynomial function by [3, Propo- 
sition 21, and so we denote by d,,(M) the degree of p(i). 
Moreover, if M # 0, we denote by c,(M) the least integer r such that there exist 
al, a2, -.. , a,Ea with L,.,(O :,+, (a,, a2, . . . , a,)) c CC. IT M = 0, we put c,(M) = - 1. 
Lemma 1.5. Let A be a ring, M an A-module and M’ an A-submodule qf M. Let a be 
a$nitely generated ideal of A. Zf L((0 :,,, a) n M’)) -C CC and L((a’M) n M’)) -C ~7, for 
some i > 0, then we have L(M’) -C CC. 
Proof. Suppose that a is generated by a, D azT .._ _ a,EA. tf the A-linear map 
4:(a’- ’ M) n M’ + ((a' M) n M’i” is defined by 4(m) = (a, m, a2 m, . . . , a,m) for 
mE(ai-’ M) n M’, then we have an exact sequence 
O+(ai-iM)n(O:Ma)nMM’+(ai-lM)nM’ d ,((a’MjnM’)“. 
Thus we have L((a’- ’ M) n M’) < cc by the assumption. Repeating this argument, we 
get L(M’) < ix, consequently. 0 
Theorem 1.6. Let A he a ring, M an Artimm A-module md a arz ideal qf’A sati$ying 
L,.,(O :M u) -C CD. Ther? xe have Kdirn,(T,(M)) = d,(M) I c,(M) I Kdim,(M). 
Proof. The left equality was obtained in [4, Proposition 2.71. Let the elements 
al,a2, . . . : a,Ea satisfy LA(O :M (aI, a2, . . . , a,)) < CE. If a’ is an ideal generated by 
aI, a2, . . . , a,, then we have (0 :M a’) c (0 :M a”) for any i, thus d,(M) 5 d,,(M). But 
d,.(M) I s holds by the proof of [3, Proposition 21. This means that the middle 
inequality holds. 
Lastly we show the right inequality after the manner of the proof of [IO, Proposi- 
tion 41. There exists a finitely generated ideal a’ such that a’ E a and 
(0 :M a’) = (0 :M a) by [3, Lemma 31. It is clear that c,(M) I c,+(M). Then we may 
assume that a is finitely generated. Setting Kdim(M) = r, we prove the inequality by 
induction on I’. The case I’ = - 1 or 0 is immediate. Suppose Y > 0. Since M 
is Artinian, we have akM = ak+’ M = ak+2 M = ... for some k 9 0. If we put 
Q = akM, then aQ = Q, and so there exists aEa such that aQ = Q by [S, (2.8)]. 
Considering the ascending sequence (0 :Q U) C (0 :Q a2) c ... cr (0 :Q a’) E ... , we 
have I’ = Kdim(M) > Kdim((0 :Q a’+‘)/(0 :Q a’)) (i b 0). But (0 :Q a’+‘)/(0 :Q a’) 2 
(0 :Q a) holds, since aQ = Q. Thus r > Kdim(0. .Q a). By the inductive hypothesis, we 
have v > c,(O :Q a). This means that cc ? L((0 :Q a) n (0 :,M (a2, . . . , a,))) = L(Q n 
(0 :M (a, a2, . . . , a,))) for some a,, . . . , a,Ea. Hence we get L(0 :,,, (a, a,, . . . , a,)) c CC 
by Lemma 1.5, and therefore c,(M) < I’. The inductive step is complete and the 
inequality follows. Cl 
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a ring, M arr Artinian A-module aad a nn ideal qf A satisfying 
LA(O :M a) < co. Assume that any associated prime ideal of M corltaim a. Then we have 
d,(M) = c,,(M) = Kdim,(M). 
Proof. In this case M = T,,(M) holds by Proposition 1.3(2). Hence the corollary 
follows from Theorem 1.6. 0 
The above corollary is already known as referred in [4, Theorem 2.61 and [lS, 
Section 21. But we gave a proof of it because it seems to the author that there is no 
explicit proof of the equation c,(M) = Kdkn,(M) in the literature. 
Coroliary 1.8. Let A he a ring, a an ideal of A and M an Artiniaiz A-module. Let 
{ inI, nt2, . . . , 111,) be afjrzite set of maximal ideals of A which contains Ass,(M). Assume 
that (nt, -in, ... 111,~)~ C a c m, mm2 ... m, .for some i > 0. Th,v we hare d,(M) = 
c,(M) = Kdim,(M). 
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PrOOf. Since (0 :nf (ml I ?n2 .*. m,)) = @j(O :ivf I?Ij) = @,,, E ,Q~,,~I,(O :M n?) k the SO& 
of M, we have LA((O:,,,(nt, em, .-am,)) < cc [13, Section 3.43, and thus 
kA((O :M (m, ‘n12-.‘. m,)‘) < w as we stated in Definition 1.4. Hence LA((O :M a)) < CC, 
and so Corollary 1.7 is applicable. Cl 
In the rest of this section we study the relation between the dimension and the dual 
dimension of a module. Let A be a quasi-semi-local ring with Jacobson radical i and 
E the injective envelope of the A-moduie A/i. Then, for an A-module M, we call 
D(M) = Hom,(M,E) the Matlis dual of M. 
Lemma 1.9. Let A be a quasi-semi-local ring, a E b jnitely generated ideals in A and 
M an A-module. Let D(-) denote the Matlis dual functor. Then we hazie 
D(0 :M a) z D(M)/a. D(M) and D((0 :M a)/(0 :M 6)) 2 b. D(M)/a. D(M). 
Moreover. we htaz:e also 
LA(O :M a) = L,(D(M)/a* D(M)) and 
L,((O :M a)/(0 :M 6)) = L,(b. D(M)/a. D(M)). 
Proof. The former isomorphisms are stated in [S, Section 2, Lemma 2.101, for 
instance. Since D(-) preserves the lengths of modules by [14, Chapter 3, (3.4.5)], the 
latter equations hold. 0 
Theorem 1.10. Let A be a complete Noetherian semi-local ring and M an Artinian 
A-module. Then Kdim (M) = dim (A/Ann(M)). 
Proof. Let i be the Jacobson radical of A. By Matlis duality [9, Theorem 1.61, D(M) is 
Noetherian and Annf M) = Ann(D(M)) holds. Using Corollary 1.8 and Lemma 1.9, 
we have 
Kdim(M)= min(rlThere exist al,a2, . . . ,a,Ei 
such that L(0 :.‘i, (n,, a2, . . . , a,)) < m) 
= min{rlThere exist al,a2, . . . ,a,Ei 
such that L(D(M)/(a,, u2, . . . ,a,)D(M)) < ~1 
= dim(D(M)) = dim(A/Ann(D(M))) = dim(A/Ann(M)). II 
Corollary 1.11. Let A be a Noetherian ring and M an Artinian A-module. Then 
Kdim(Mj I dim(A/Ann(M)) holds. 
Proof. Ifwe put B = A/Ann(M), then Kdim,(M) = Kdim,(M) holds by Lemmas 1.2. 
Thus we may assume that M is a faithfIT A-module. Let i be the intersection of all 
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associated prime ideals of M and A^ and i-adic completion of A. Then by Proposition 
1.3(2)and Theorem 1.10 we have Kdim,(M) = KdimA(_n/l) = dim(&Ann~(Mj). But it 
is known that dim(A^/Ann~((M)) I dim(i) = dim(A). Hence we complete the 
proof. 0 
2. Dual analytic spread 
When R = A[xI,x2, . . . , x,] is a polynomial ring over an Artinian ring A and 
G = @,,Ez G, is a non-zero finitely generated graded R-module, it is well known that 
p(i) = LA(Gi) is a polynomial function of degree dim,(G) - 1. First, in this section, we 
consider the dual of the above assertion. 
Lemma 2.1, Let R = @, S i Ri be a graded ring and G = 0” E zG, a graded R-module. 
Put R0 = A. If G is an Artinian R-module, then the following statements hold. 
(1) G, is an Artinian A-module for any n E Z, and G, = 0 for suficiently large n. 
(2) ASS,(G) c (TII @ @o<iRi)mEASsA(G)) E (m 0 @o<iRilmEMax(A)). 
(3) If H is an R-submodule of G, then Ln(H) = L,(H) holds. 
Proof. (1) Since 
is an Artinian R-module which is annihilated by 00 <i Ri, G, is an Artinian A-module 
for any n EZ. Moreover, since the descending chain of R-submodules &, I n G, 2 
@i l,lG, 2 ... Z@l;,lG, 2 ... of G terminates, we have G, = 0 for n ~0. 
(2) If !lJI belongs to Ass,(G), then there exists a homogeneous element g of G such 
that ‘9R = (0 :R g). Suppose that the degree of g is n and 0 < i. Thus R{ * g C_ G,+ij = 0 
forj >> 0. Hence ‘9X contains Ri for i B 0. If we put m = !J.JI n A = (0 :A g), then we see 
1132=mO@,<i Ri and nt E Ass,,(G). Moreover, we have AssA (G,) c Max (A), for G, 
is an Artinian A-module, and hence we get Ass,(G) = Un Ass,(G,) c Max(A). 
(3) Suppose that H’ c H” are R-submodules of G and H”/H’ = R/YJI as R-modules 
for some maximal ideal m of R. Since (9.X) = Supp,(H”/H’) E Supp,(G) = ASS,(G) 
by Proposition 1.3 (l), there exists m E Max(A) satisfying YJI = m @ o0 < i Ri by (2). 
Hence H”/H’ 2 A/m. This implies that any composition series of R-submodules of 
G becomes a composition series as A-submodules. Consequently we get the asser- 
tion. 0 
The following theorem is due to Kirby. 
Theorem 2.2. (cf. [3, Theorem 1-J. Let A be a ring and x1, x2, . . . , x, indeterminates 
over A and R = A [x1, x2, . . . , x,]. Let G = en E z G, be a graded R-module. Then G is 
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an Artinian R-module if and only if there exist integers u < v such that 
(a) G,=Oforu<n, 
(b) (Q:o,(x1,x2, ... 9 x,)) = Ofor PI < ta and 
(c) G, is an Artinian A-module for u I n < v. II 
Theorem 2.3. Let A, R, G be the same as Theorem 2.2. Assume that G is a non-zero 
Artinian R-module with the property that L,(G,) < 00 for all n~iZ. Then 
p(i) = L,,(G-i) is a polynomial function of degree Kdim,fG) - 1. 
Prcmof. By [3, Theorems 2 and 31 p(i) is a polynomial function. Let 3 be the ideal of 
R generated by x1, x2, . . . , x,. Then by Lemma 2.1(2), Z5 is contained in every 
associated prime ideal of the R-module G. Now we take integers u 4 u satisfying the 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 2.2. Then 3’G, c G,+i = 0 for n > u - i. 
Moreover, if n 5 u - i and i > 0, then we have (0 :G, 5’) = 0 by induction on i. Hence 
&-i<nGn E (O:G 3’) E @s-i<nGn for i >O. Therefore, Kdim,(G) = 1 + deg(p) 
holds by Corollary 1.7. 3 
Next we shall give the definition of the dual analytic spread of a module. For this 
purpose we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a ring, M an Artinian A-module and a E b ideals of A. We denote 
by R = 00 S ia’ the Rees ring of a. Set G, = (0 :M a’b)/(O I,+# a’) where n = - i I 0. 
Then the graded R-module G = 0” S ,-, G, is Artinian. 
Proof. By [3, Lemma 31 there exists a finitely generated ideal a’ such that Q’ c a and 
(0 :M a’) = (0 :M a). Then by induction we have (0 :M a’) = (0 zM a”) and 
(0 :&$ a’b) = (0 :M a”b) for any i > 0. Thus we may assume that a is fmitefy generated. 
Suppose that a is generated by al, a2, . . . , a,E A and let xl, x2, . . . , x, be indetermi- 
nates over -1. Let A [xl, x2, . . . , xJ + R be an A-algebra homomorphism which 
assigns Xj to the homogeneous element aj of degree 1 of R ( j = 1,2, . . . , s). Then it is 
easy to see that G becomes a graded R-modu!c and satisfies the conditions (a), (b) and 
(c) of Theorem 2.2 for u = 8) = 0. Hence G is an Artinian R-module. 0 
Definition 2.5. Let A, M, a E b, R and G be the same as in Lemma 2.4. Then the dual 
analytic spread of a at b relative to M is defined as the dual dimension of the R-module 
G and is denoted by ~,(a, M). Since G is an Artinian R-module, ~,(a, M) does not take 
the value so. 
From now we verify that when A is a quasi-local ring with maximal ideal M, 
~,(a, M) agrees with the analytic spread ~(a, M) which was defined in j12, (4.211. 
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Eennma 2.5. Let A -+ B be a ring homomorphism and M QM Pktinian B-module. Then the 
restriction Ass,(M) + Ass,(i?/r) is surjective. 
Proof. By [S, Section I, Corollary 1.91 there exists a ring homomorphism B 4 C such 
that C is a Noetherian ring and M has a C-module structure which is compatible with 
I 
the B-module structure. Since Ass&M) --f Ass,(M) is surjective by [7, Chapter 3, 
Section 9, (9.A)], it follows that AssB(M)+ Ass,(M) is surjective. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let A be a ring, M an Artinian A-module. If a, a’ and b are ideals of 
A satisfying a’ C u G b and (0 :M a’) = (0 :M a), then we have ~~(a’, M) = s,(a, M). 
Proof. For an Artinian A-module M and ideals a c b, let R = e0 S iai and 
G=&lJ G, be the same as Lemma 2.4. If 3 is the intersection of all associated 
prime ideals of the R-module G, then, by Lemma 2.1(2), 3 is of the form i @ &, < i ai 
for some ideal i of A. Since 3’ = @,-, 5 iiiei ei holds for any integer j 2 0, 
the homogeneous part of degree n of (0 :G 3’) is equal to 
((0 :a4 a’b) n (0 :M i’-iai))/(O :M a’), where n = - i I 0. On the other hand, for an ideal 
a’ satisfying a’ E a and (0 :M a’) = (0 :M a), we take R’ = @a”, G’ = @GA, 3’ and i’ 
similarly. By Lemma 2.6 we have i’ = i. Furthermore, it is true that 
(0 :,%J a”b) = (0 :M a’b), (0 :M ii-%‘) = (0 :M ij-%?) and (0 :M ari) = (0 :,,, a’) as We I-e- 
marked in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Hence we have 
(0 :G’3”)=(O:G3j), and so LR3(0 :o’z’j) = LA(O :o’s’j) = LA(O :osj) = 
Ln(0 :o 3’) by Lemma 2.1 (3). Consequently by Corollary I.8 we get the lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.8. Lzt A be a ring, M an Artinian A-module and a c b ideals of A. Assume 
that A/b is an Artinian ring and (0 :M b) # 0. Then p(i) = LA((O :M a’b)/(O :,u a’)) is 
a polynomialfunction ofdegree s,(a, M) - 1. 
Proof. By [3, Lemma 3] there exists a finitely generated ideal a’ such that a’ E a and 
(O :M a’) = (0 :M a). Hence by Lemma 2.7 and it’s proof we may assume that a is finitely 
generated. Then G = @= _i 5 e(O :M a’b)/(O :M a’) becomes a non-zero Artinian 
graded module over a polynomial ring A [x1, x2, . . . , x,] as we saw in the proof of 
Lemma 2.4. Moreover, G becomes an A/b [xl, x2, . . . , x,]-module. Hence the the- 
orem follows from Theorem 2.3. 0 
If A is a quasi-local ring with maximal ideai nl, and a is an ideal contained in m, 
then the above theorem implies the equahty s,,(a, M) = s(a, M), as required. 
3. The dual of Burch’s inequality 
First we give the definition and some properties of the width of a module 
c91. 
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Definition 3.1. Let A be a ring and M an A-module. The ordered sequence of elements 
al,a2, . . . , a, of A is said to be an M-coregular sequence if 
(a) (O:M(al,a2, . . . ,a,)) #Oand 
(bj aj’(O:,(ar,a2, . . . . aj-!j)=(O:,(ar,az, . . . . aj-r))forj= 1,2, . . . . s.Weuse 
the convention that (aI, a2, . . . , aj_ 1) = 0, ifj = 1. 
Let a be an ideal of A. Assume that M is Artinian and (0 :M a) # 0. Then we denote 
by width,,(M) the length of the longest M-coregular sequences in a. 
Proposition 3.2. (cf. [9, Section 31). Let A be a Noetherian semi-local ring, a an ideal of 
A and N afinitely generated A-module satisfying N # aN. Then the Maths dual D(N) of 
N is an Artinian A-module and (0 :v(N) a) # 0. Furthermore, we have width,(D(N)) = 
depth,(N). Cl 
Now we prove the dual of Burch’s inequality. We need two more lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a complete Noetherian semi-local ring, a E b ideals of A and M an 
Artinian A-module. If A/b is Artinian and (0 zM b) # 0, then we have s,(a. M) = 
l& D(M)). 
Proof. If We put p(i) = LA((O :,,, a’b)/(O :M a’)), then we have p(i) = L,(a’.D(M)/ 
a’baD(M)) by Lemma 1.9. Hence 1 + deg(p) agrees with s,(a, M) and 
/,(a, D(Mjj. •I 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a Noetherian ring, a c b ideals of A and M an Artinian A-module. 
Let i be an ideal which is contained in any associated prime of M, and .i the i-adic 
completion of A. Then we have s,,(a, M) = sbA((a& M). 
Proof. Let R = @oSiai-+ R’= oo~i a' A^ be the canonical map from the Res ring 
of a to that of aj. Put G = @n 5 0 G, where G, = (0 :M ai b)/(O :M a’) = (0 :M ai b A)/ 
(O:M ai A) and n = - i I 0. Sillce any A-submodule of M is an A^-module as we 
remarked in Proposition 1.3(Z), any R-submodule of G is an R’-module. Thus by 
Lemma 1.2 we get sb(u, Mj = F’dim,(G) = Kdimi(G) = s,A(a& M). Cl 
Theorem 3.5. (The dual of Burch’s inequality). Let A be a Noetherian ring, a s b 
ideals of A and M a non-zero tirtinian A-module. Assume that A/b is Artinian and b is 
contained in any associated prime of M. Then we have 
sb(a, M) I Kdim,(M) - width,(O :,,, a’) 
I dim,(A/Ann,(M)) - width,(O :M a’) for i B 0. 
Proof. Let A^ be the b-adic completion of A^ and N the Maths dual of M as an 
A^-module. By Theorem 1.10, Proposition 1.3 (2) and Corollary 1 .l 1 we have 
dimA = dim(&AnnA(N)) = dim(&Anni(M)) = KdimA(M) 
= Kdim,(M) < dim(A/Ann,(M)). 
I56 I. Nishitani / Journal of Pure and ilpplied Algebra 96 (1994) 147- 156 
0n the other hand Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 1.9 imply that 
depth,i(N/a’N) = width,A(O :M a’). 
Moreover, since (0 :M a’)-coreguiar sequences in b give rise to (0 :&, a’)-coregular 
sequences in b2, we have 
width,(O :M Q’j < width,A(O :M a’). 
Consequently by Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.3, Burch’s inequality and the above inequali- 
ties, we get 
s,(a, M) = s,j(aAl, M) = I,i(aAl, N) 
I dimi - depth,~(N/a’N) 
I Kdim,(M) - width,(O zM a’) 
I dim,(A/Ann,(M)) - width,(O :&, a’) for i g 0. Cl 
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